
Learning at home grid – Year 2 (WB: 25
th

 Jan)  
Key - Purple Mash (PM), Mathletics (M)                                               

Everyday English  Maths Topic 

Practise reading each day – why 

not have a look at the ‘Making 

Reading Fun’ sheet to help you.  

 

Write a recount about what you did at the 

weekend – try to start your sentences with 

different sentence openers (First, after that, 

next, additionally).  

Sheet titled: Exploring division based 

word problems. Look at the problems 

and use manipulatives (objects) to help 

you.  

Coding: If you can’t access purple mash 

at home to complete the coding ‘2Do’ 
then here is an activity for you. See 

sheet: coding instructions. 

Computer option 

Access Oxford Owl 

website Extra Practice 

Zone 

 Computer option 

As above using 2Publish. 

PM Computer option 

Division 2, 5 & 10. 

 

PM 

Computer option 

Fun with fish 

Bubbles 

Magician 

PM 

Practice your times tables, 

including division facts for 2s, 5s 

and 10s. 

Read the story - ‘Katie Morag Delivers the Mail 

(a Spanish Version)’ on sheet.  

Then, read the ‘Model Text’ sheet. When 

looking at this letter what key things do you 

notice that needs to be included within a letter? 

Write these things down (e.g. date, greeting, 

‘from/love from’ etc).  

Sheet titled: Division using grouping. 

Look on the Castle Hill YouTube channel 

to find the supporting video. 

Use the flash cards to practice saying 

the Spanish words and learn the 

translation. After some practice, cut the 

flash cards to make 2; 1 Spanish and 1 

English. Can you match the Spanish 

phrase to the meaning in English? 

Computer option 

Hit the Button – (type 

into google)  

2race   

 

PM 

Computer option 

As above, all sheets are on the Castle Hill 

website, under ‘year 2 resources’. 
2Publish. 

PM Computer option 

Division- Counting groups 

 

PM 

Computer option 

Look on the Castle Hill YouTube 

channel to find a video of Miss 

Farmer teaching Spanish 

greetings.  

YouT

ube 

Handwriting – remember to use 

your lead in lines. Practise the 

letters below. 

 

 

 

Spell

ings:  

 Bath 

 Class 

 Fast 

 Grass 

 Pass 

 Path 

Write a letter pretending you are your favourite 

book character and you’re writing to a 

character in a different book. Look again at the 

‘model text’ sheet to show you the kind of thing 

you could include in your letter.  

Sheet titled: Division using jottings. Wellbeing Wednesday: 

When I grow up sheet. 

 

Computer option 

As above, all sheets are on the Castle Hill 

website, under ‘year 2 resources’. 
2Publish. 

PM Computer option 

2Paint. Use this tool to complete 

the above task. Write the 

calculation and draw your groups 

underneath to find the answers. 

 

PM 

Computer option 

Wellbeing Wednesday: 

When I grow up. 

PM 

Complete sheet on the ‘un’ prefix. Can you use 

words such as ‘undone, unlock, untidy’. How 

does this change the meaning of the word? 

Sheet titled: division using arrays. Look at the Life cycle of a sunflower 

PowerPoint sheet. Can you act out the 

different stages of the sunflower life 

cycle? Now complete the life cycle of a 

sunflower sheet. 

r,  h,  p 



 

If you feel ready, why not try 

these challenge spellings:  

  Very 

 Funny 

 Happy 

 Family 

 party 

Computer option 

Assigned task – ‘can you use the prefix 

‘un’ (e.g. unclean, unlock, untie).  

PM Computer option 

Arrays – Division statements 

 

 

PM 

Computer option 

Watch video about the life cycle 

of a flowering plant: BBC 

Bitesize - The Life Cycle of Plants 

- Bing video Then complete the 

2Do titled ‘Life cycle of a plant’. 
Write a sentence about each 

stage of the life cycle. 

PM 

Can you write a diary entry for everyday you’re 

not in school?  

Estimating: 

Estimating is when you make a logical 

guess about how many things there are. 

Ask a grown up or choose your own 6 

items to estimate how many there are, 

for example, beans in a tin, sweets in a 

packet, cereal in a box or pencils in a 

pot. 

 Using newspapers and magazines cut 

out parts of faces and then create your 

own Picasso face. If you don’t have 

these resources then print out the 

examples, cut out the parts and 

recreate your own Picasso face. 

Alternatively watch the link below for 

inspiration. 

Art Lessons Online: How to Draw a 

Picasso Face (K-5) - YouTube  

Computer option 

2Publish 

PM Computer option 

Estimations. 

 

PM 

Computer option 

2Paint a Picture. 

Create your own Picasso face. 

Watch the video for inspiration. 

Art Lessons Online: How to 

Draw a Picasso Face (K-5) - 

YouTube 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=bbc+bitesize+life+cycle+of+a+sunflower&docid=608006939716551810&mid=DE4B6D927694264B6EB9DE4B6D927694264B6EB9&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=bbc+bitesize+life+cycle+of+a+sunflower&docid=608006939716551810&mid=DE4B6D927694264B6EB9DE4B6D927694264B6EB9&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=bbc+bitesize+life+cycle+of+a+sunflower&docid=608006939716551810&mid=DE4B6D927694264B6EB9DE4B6D927694264B6EB9&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YjT38Ywdik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YjT38Ywdik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YjT38Ywdik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YjT38Ywdik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YjT38Ywdik

